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	Tech Job Hunt Handbook is a career management book—just for technology professionals—that reflects today’s new economic realities. The world of work is constantly changing, and staying professionally relevant while competing for more specialized tech jobs in areas like cloud computing, mobile and social applications, and big data in a highly competitive global economy is critical. The world is churning out hungry programmers and developers in record numbers, making the global labor market highly competitive. It is now essential to plan a campaign to get a better job as well as your overall career. Retooling your skills and re-branding yourself is mandatory whether you’re seeking a new job or intent on retaining current employment.


	Readers of the Tech Job Hunt Handbook will find tools, practical guidance, and recommendations on how to find the best new tech jobs, how to get noticed, how to ace interviews and get hired, and how to keep those new jobs—until it’s time for a better one. As you will learn, learning how to assess and then invest in career management skills leads to long-term competitive advantage and a happier working life.


	Tech Job Hunt Handbook—for recent graduates, risk-taking innovators, and tech veterans alike—shows how to build a comprehensive online professional profile, identify the companies you’re interested in and who you know at those companies, approach interviews with confidence, uncover opportunities in your current company, and understand the new emerging technology markets that could lead to a career rebirth. This book will help you:

	
		
			Find a new or better tech job.

	
	
		Stay relevant and employable despite constant new developments.
	
		Manage your tech career for long-term success.



	What you’ll learn

	
		Why it’s essential to adapt quickly in today’s job market.
	
		Why pursuing degrees, certifications, and new skills are more important than ever.
	
		How to create a comprehensive online profile, consistent across online networks, that shines a light on your skills and capabilities.
	
		How to spot the best-run companies, identify who you know in them, and grow networks that lead to new and better jobs.
	
		How to make the most of the latest technology--online assessments, interactive video interviews, etc.--to put your best foot forward at all times.
	
		How to win hearts and minds during the hiring interview.
	
		How to determine when it’s time to consider a career change and how to go about it effectively.
	
		How to find work in today’s emerging tech disciplines: cloud, social technologies, mobile, big data, and analytics.
	
		How to transform yourself into someone companies view as a great investment.



	Who this book is for


	Tech Job Hunt Handbook is for the technology professional seeking new employment or retaining current employment in today’s ever-changing, ever-more-competitive world of work. It’s for those just graduating from college, risk-taking innovators, and project-hardened developers with decades of experience alike. Tech Job Hunt Handbook is the right choice for technology professionals ready to retool and re-brand their workplace persona and their skills, get a much better job, and stay employed in satisfying positions no matter how the economy or job market changes.
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Linux Network Security (Administrator's Advantage Series)Charles River, 2005
Linux networks are becoming more and more common, but security is often an overlooked issue. Unfortunately, in today’s environment all networks are potential hacker targets, from top-secret military research networks to small home LANs. Linux Network Security focuses on securing Linux in a networked environment, where the security...
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Inside Secrets of Finding a Teaching Job: The Most Effective Search Methods for Both New and Experienced EducatorsJIST Works, 2003
Since we wrote the first edition of this book, a crisis has developed in the world of teaching: There is a dire shortage of teacher candidates in our country. In fact, the United States will need more than 2 million new teachers in the coming decade, and there aren’t that many new teachers graduating from teacher colleges. The teacher...
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Electronic Commerce: Theory and Practice (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
Electronic Commerce technologies have been studied widely in the field of Economics and Informatics. In recent years, there are multiple aspects of researches in electronic commerce including supply chain model, Internet auctions, Internet volume discounts, electronic bank and stock trading, and several others. The increase of Electronic Commerce...
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Anatomy and Physiology Coloring Workbook: A Complete Study GuidePearson Education, 2011

	Written by Elaine Marieb, this study guide can be used independently or in conjunction with any A&P book. It is designed to help you get the most out of your A&P classes and consists of a variety of activities that will engage you while helping you learn anatomy and physiology. Coloring activities, At the Clinic...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures, Vol. 1: North AmericaMacmillan Technical, 1991
This volume covers the cultures of Canada, Greenland (Kalaallit Nunaat), and the United States of America. Greenland, although administratively linked to Denmark, is included here because its native inhabitants, the Inuit, are related culturally to the Inuit of Canada. For the same reason, the cultures of Hawaii are covered in the Oceania volume,...
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The Rise of the BlogospherePraeger Publishers, 2007
In Consilience: The Unity of Knowledge, biologist Edward O. Wilson writes that a “balanced perspective cannot be acquired by studying disciplines in pieces but through pursuit of the consilience among them. Such unification will come hard. But I think it is inevitable. Intellectually it rings true, and it gratifies impulses that rise from the...
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